
Alpha-Doc® MK4
�e James Burn Lhermite® Alpha-Doc® MK4 Automatic Punch 
Machine will give you the extra mile you need to enhance your 
productivity. �is remarkably user-friendly high productivity 
machine o�ers a top speed of 90 cycles per minute with realistic 
outputs of 30,000 - 40,000 sheets per hour.

�e Alpha-Doc® MK4 provides large volume hands-free 
punching of pre-printed, collated documents directly from 
your copier or printer including mixed stocks from 16 lb. 
bond to 110 lb. index. It also punches tabs pre-collated into 
the �nished sets (tabs must have minimum .25" shoulder). 
Hands-free operation means your operator is free to perform other 
tasks. Simply load the tray, push a button and walk away.
Punching a wide variety of material in virtually any size from 5.4" x 5.4" 
up to 14" x 13", our simpli�ed paper path and unique turnover device with 
receding stacker provide low waste and assure that pages are kept in perfect 
pre-collated order.

With a wide assortment of die patterns available and super-fast changeover times, the 
Alpha-Doc® MK4 will "punch up" your document binding productivity without 
"punching holes" in your document �nishing budget!

Automatic Punch

High Productivity: With its new top speed of 90 cycles / minute and the large capacity of the high pile feeder and reception trays (6 reams of 
paper), the Alpha-Doc® MK4 can punch up to 30,000 - 40,000 sheets per hour without the constant presence of the operator being required.

Versatility: The Alpha-Doc® MK4 can punch a wide variety of paper stock and covers including tab cut sheets and wall calendars with thumbcut, 
in virtually any size from 5.4" x 5.4" up to 14" x 13".

Easy-to-Use: Just load the tray and push a button, no special training is required.

Simple Formating: Just follow the instructions on the conversational touch screen and, with pre-set standard formats, size change-over can be 
done in less than 2 minutes.

Heavy-Duty Steel Dies: Guide posts for perfect alignment, quick pin access, and �anged holes to help clear out waste and add longer life. 

Punch Die Patterns: 3:1 & 2:1 Wire-O®; 4:1 plastic coil; plastic comb; VeloBind®; 2, 3, & 4-ring binder; and many more.

Installation: Caster wheels make machine placement quick and easy.

Power Requirements: 110v / single phase / 60 Hz

Dimensions: 46” H x 72”W x 28”D (with turnover device)

Weight: 650 lbs. (unpacked)
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